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Quantum well states �QWSs� in ultrathin Bi�001� films grown on Si�111� -7�7 with thicknesses up to
several tens of nanometers were studied by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and first-principles

calculations. We observed QWSs at various points in k-space; those located near �̄ are very difficult to

distinguish while the QWS peaks at off-normal emission �M̄� are clearly resolved and show highly anisotropic
features due to the saddle-point-like band dispersion near the Fermi level of bulk Bi along the L-X direction.
The features of the QWSs are well-reproduced by ab initio calculations for free-standing Bi slabs. The standard
method of the phase-shift accumulation model is applied to the QWSs and the bulk band dispersion perpen-
dicular to the surface at finite parallel momentum is experimentally obtained for the first time. The phase shifts
at the film interfaces are discussed in detail. The QWSs have little contribution to the electronic structure near
the Fermi level and this suggests that the macroscopic physical properties of the films in the thickness of
several atomic layers are likely determined by the highly metallic surface states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum size effect �QSE�, caused by reducing the
size of a material comparable to the Fermi wavelength, has
attracted wide interest due to its importance in realizing play-
grounds for low-dimensional physics1 as well as application
to magnetic and electronic devices using alternating layers of
ferromagnets and normal metals/insulators.2 Ag, Cu, Pb, or
Mg are known to grow epitaxially on a metal or semicon-
ductor substrate after some wetting layers.3–5 In these ultra-
thin films with thicknesses of a few atomic layers, as can be
easily imagined from the particle-in-a-box picture of elemen-
tary quantum mechanics,6 the bands perpendicular to the sur-
face are quantized due to the confinement effect. This can be
described as a modulation of the Bloch waves by the enve-
lope function in terms of the effective mass approximation,
and as a result, quantum well states �QWSs� are formed.7

The separation between discrete energy levels becomes
smaller as the thickness increases6 and more QWSs are ob-
served in the same energy region.3,8 Owing to the drastic
change of the Fermi surface by changing only one atomic
layer for Pb films, oscillations of the superconductivity tran-
sition temperature9 or the Hall coefficient10 with a period of
a few atomic layers have been reported.

Bismuth, a group V semimetal, exhibits many unique
properties related to its semimetallic characteristics. It has
two atoms in the unit cell, and from simple electron counting
it should be a semiconductor, having an energy gap between
the valence band and the conduction band; but due to the
slight structure distortion along the trigonal axis ��001�hex, or
�111�rhom direction in Fig. 1�a��, the band structure becomes
a semimetal with the valence and conduction bands having

an approximately 40 meV overlap.11 As a result the Fermi
surface of bulk Bi has a small hole pocket at the T point and
a small electron pocket at the L point �Figs. 1�b�–1�d��. It
exhibits exotic properties such as long Fermi wavelength
�40 nm�, long mean free path �1 mm at 4.2 K, Ref. 12�,
small carrier density, and anisotropic and small carrier effec-
tive masses.

Due to these interesting characteristics, Bi films have
been examined extensively for the study of QSE. Sandomir-
skii showed theoretically that due to the QSE, the density of
state at the Fermi level �EF� would oscillate with film
thickness.13 Accordingly, it was said that macroscopic quan-
tities such as the film resistance or the Hall coefficient would
oscillate with film thickness having a period of half the
Fermi wavelength.13 Furthermore, he predicted that when the
energy of the lowest energy subband of the electron pocket
becomes higher than that of the highest hole subband, a band
gap will be formed, i.e., a thickness �or QSE� induced
“semimetal-to-semiconductor” �SMSC� transition.13 Many
transport and optical measurements have been carried out to
detect the SMSC transition or the oscillations, but up to now
none has been able to give definite conclusions.14–16 This
was attributed to the presence of surface states or the poor
film quality.

Concerning the surface states for Bi surfaces, many angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy �ARPES� measure-
ments have been conducted recently for low index surfaces
of cleaved Bi single crystals and showed increased carrier
density compared to that in the bulk.18–26 Also, Tanaka et al.
made ARPES studies on Bi films in the thickness range of a
few hundreds of nanometers and found the same surface
states.27 Relativistic effects are strong in Bi �the atomic spin-
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orbit splitting between p3/2 and p1/2 is 1.5 eV� and first-
principles calculations in combination with ARPES and
scanning tunneling spectroscopy �STS� measurements have
shown that the surface-state bands exhibit large spin-orbit
splitting. This is due to the so-called Rashba effect, originat-
ing from the lack of space-inversion symmetry at the
surface.23,26,28,29

As for the film quality, recently, Nagao et al. found from
scanning tunneling microscopy �STM� studies that highly ep-
itaxial Bi�001� films can be grown on Si�111� due to the
“magic lattice mismatch” in the thickness of a few nanom-
eters after a unique allotropic transformation. This is attrib-
uted to the change in bonding character of Bi atoms.30–32 In
our previous study on electronic structure of such ultrathin
Bi films,33 we have found that the simple scenario of the
SMSC transition does not hold true due to the highly metal-
lic spin-orbit split surface states. We also observed QWSs for
the first time in Bi films and they were shown to be non-spin-
orbit-split �spin-degenerate� from ab initio calculations. But
the surface-state bands became QWS-like showing thickness
dependence as they entered the bulk band projection �hybrid-
ization of the surface states with QWSs�. The calculation
showed that their spin-split property will be lost as the
charge density is no longer localized to the surface and be-
comes insensitive to the loss of the inversion symmetry.

In this paper, we present our comprehensive analyses of
the observed QWSs in ultrathin Bi�001� films grown on

Si�111�-7�7 with the thicknesses from 6.8 bilayers �BL� to
40.0 BL. The in-plane dispersion for various directions in the
surface Brillouin zone were measured and it was shown that
the dispersion of the QWSs are highly anisotropic. The en-
ergy spacing of the QWSs at various points in k-space are
discussed in terms of the effective masses and slopes of the
electronic bands perpendicular to the surface. The QWSs ob-

served at the M̄ point are analyzed based on the phase-shift
accumulation �PSA� model and are successfully explained as
quantization of the bulk band along the L-X direction. The
features of the QWS dispersions are well-reproduced by the
first-principles calculation for free-standing Bi slabs. The
phase shifts at the two sides of the films are derived and
show a good match between the PSA model and the ab initio
calculation. In contrast to the Ag or Pb films which show
thickness dependent Fermi surfaces, we observed no Fermi
level crossing of the QWSs in our ultrathin Bi films. There-
fore macroscopic physical quantities such as electrical con-
ductivity or optical reflectivity are likely determined by the
highly metallic surface states when the film thickness is sev-
eral atomic layers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION METHODS

ARPES experiments were performed with a commercial
hemispherical photoelectron spectrometer equipped with
angle and energy multidetections �Gammadata Scienta SES-
100� using unpolarized He I� �21.2 eV� radiation. The polar
angle between photons and electrons was set at 50°. The
electron energy resolution was 35 meV and the angular reso-
lution was 0.2°. APRES results shown in the present paper
were taken at �130 K. The Fermi level position �EF� was
determined by measuring the metallic Fermi edge of a Ta foil
fixed on the sample holder.

An n-type Si�111� wafer �P-doped, 1–10 � cm� was used
as the substrate. First a clean Si�111�-7�7 surface was pre-
pared by a cycle of in situ resistive heat treatments. Bi was
deposited on the 7�7 surface at room temperature using a
graphite effusion cell. The deposition rate was
0.48±0.05 BL/min as calibrated in situ by the formation of
the Si�111��-�3��3-Bi phase formed at 1 monolayer �ML,
1 ML=7.83�1014 atoms/cm2, which corresponds to the
atomic density of the Si�111� surface� and ex situ by Ruther-
ford backscattering. After deposition, the films �6.8–40 BL�
were annealed at �350 K to flatten them and make large
terraces in the order of a few thousand Å.34 Thinner films are
formed in a different intriguing structure which is not found
in the bulk �black phosphoruslike structure� as reported in
Ref. 30. In this paper 1 BL �the smallest thickness unit along
the trigonal axis� is defined as the atom density in the co-
valently bonded Bi�001� plane �1 BL=1.14�1015 atoms/
cm2, 3.9 Å thick�. For indexing the crystal structure, we
adopt here the simplest hexagonal coordinates so the �111�
plane in rhombohedral indexing corresponds to the �001�
plane in our indexing �Fig. 1�a��.

The calculations have been performed using the full-
potential linearized augmented plane wave �FLAPW�
method in film geometry as implemented in the FLEUR pro-
gram and local density approximation for the description of

FIG. 1. �a� The bulk and surface Brillouin zone of Bi�001�hex, or
�111�rhom. �b� Schematic drawing of the bulk band structure of Bi
near the Fermi level projected on the �001� surface Brillouin zone.

The hole pocket is located at the �̄ �T� point and the electron pocket

is located at the M̄ �L� point. The shaded areas indicate electron-
filled regions. �c�,�d� Calculated bulk band structure along the trigo-
nal axis for the �-T �k� =0� and L-X direction �k��0� �dark lines in
�a�� based on the tight-binding calculation of Liu and Allen �Ref.
17�.
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exchange-correlation potential. The details can be found in
Ref. 23. All the calculations shown in this paper were done
for free-standing Bi slabs without terminating either side of
the film with a foreign atom, in contrast to the calculation for
the surface states with hydrogen termination.23,33 The calcu-
lation of the band structure for bulk Bi has also been done in
a similar manner.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. In-plane dispersion

Figures 2�a�–2�c� show the ARPES spectra along the �̄

-M̄ direction for 6.8, 14.7, and 19.5 BL thick Bi�001� films,
respectively. Each spectrum was recorded in 0.5° steps. One
can see that the electronic structure of the films depends on

the thickness, particularly near the M̄ point. To visualize the
band dispersion more clearly, Figs. 2�e�–2�g� show the E
−k diagram by taking the second derivatives of the original
spectra in Figs. 2�a�–2�c�, respectively. This procedure en-
hances the spectral features and the intensity scales linearly

from black �minimum�, green, to dark blue �maximum�. We
have confirmed that the energy positions of the bands are the
same between the images and the corresponding raw spectra.
The solid line in Fig. 2�g� near the Fermi level represents the
edge of the bulk band projection calculated with the tight-
binding parameters by Liu and Allen.17 The whole projection
can be found in Figs. 2�i� and 2�j� by the tight-binding and
first-principles calculations, respectively. It is generally con-
sidered that the feature of bulk Bi near the Fermi level is
better reproduced by the tight-binding calculations as the pa-
rameters have been optimized to reproduce the experimental
band gaps and the overlap energy between the hole and elec-
tron pockets. However, the ab initio calculation also has
some advantages which are discussed below and we believe
that the two are complementary.

First we focus on the bands crossing the Fermi level.
Comparing the three figures, we can find a very shallow band
with kF�0.059 Å−1. There is also a holelike band crossing
EF at kF�0.14 and �0.33 Å−1, indicated by white arrow-
heads. These two bands have no thickness dependence and
are regarded as surface states formed inside the bulk band
gap. Indeed they are very similar to the bands measured for

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a�–�d� The angle-resolved photoemission spectra of ultrathin Bi�001� films on Si�111�-7�7 along the �̄−M̄

direction for the 6.8 BL �a�, 14.7 BL �b�, and 19.5 BL �c� films and that along the �̄− K̄ direction for the 14.7 BL �d� film. Each spectrum

was recorded in 0.5° steps. The dotted spectra represent the high symmetry points in the surface Brilluoin zone ��̄, M̄, and K̄ shown in Fig.
3�e��. �e�–�h� The band dispersion image derived from �a�–�d� by taking the second derivatives for the 6.8 BL �e�, 14.7 BL �f�, 19.5 BL �g�,
and 14.7 BL �h� films, respectively. The white arrows indicate Fermi level crossings. The white dotted lines, the white dotted boxes, and the
feature A are discussed in the text. The solid lines in �g� and �h� near EF represent the edge of the bulk band projection in the tight-binding

calculation �Ref. 17�. �i�,�j� The bulk band projection along the �̄−M̄ direction for the tight-binding model �i� and first-principles calculations
�j�, respectively.
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the cleaved surface.18,23 There is another rather flat band
crossing EF near M̄ and there is a slight thickness depen-
dence of the Fermi-level crossing for this band; the value of
kF measured from the M̄ point changes from 0.35 Å−1 in the
6.8 BL film �Fig. 2�e�� to 0.32 Å−1 for the 10.0 BL film �not
shown� and 0.29 Å−1 for thicker films �Figs. 2�f� and 2�g��.
As discussed previously, this is due to a hybridization of the
surface state with the QWS that originates from the bulk
band forming the electron pocket at the L point, making it a
surface resonance.33

Below the Fermi level, we find even more dramatic thick-
ness dependence of the band dispersion. For example, the
energy position at k=0.18 Å−1 �dotted white lines in Figs.
2�e�–2�g�� is 0.92, 0.86, 0.83, and 0.82 eV for the 6.8 BL �e�,
10.0 BL �not shown�, 14.7 BL �f� and 19.5 BL �g� �also
thicker films�, respectively. Another feature we notice is that
the number of peaks �bands� at the binding energy between
0.2 and 0.7 eV and wave number around 0.1 to 0.2 Å−1 �the
region surrounded by the dotted white boxes in Figs.
2�e�–2�g�� change with thickness. There are three, four, and
five peaks in �e�, �f�, and �g�, respectively, although they
become somewhat less clear as the spacing between them
becomes smaller and smaller �see Fig. 4�a��. This kind of
behavior can be seen even better from the �parabolic� band

dispersions at the M̄ point. Other than the band closest to EF
which was described before as a hybrid state,33 there are two,

five, and seven states in the energy range shown at the M̄
point in �e�, �f�, and �g�, respectively. As described previ-
ously this is a typical behavior of QWSs in thin metal films.3

For the Ag or Cu cases, the in-plane parabolic dispersions of
the QWSs have been measured very clearly around normal
emission �k� =0�,35 whereas in the present case of Bi films,
they are measured very clearly at off-normal emission �k�

�0� and not so clear near the �̄ point. This point will be
discussed later. Another interesting feature about these
QWSs is that they seem to merge into one peak �labeled A in

�e�� as they approach �̄, reflecting the Bi bulk band structure.
Other than the features discussed above, there is another

peak at 0.42 eV at the �̄ point with no thickness dependence.
This state has been detected in previous studies on single
crystal Bi surfaces and has been assigned as a surface state
located in the spin-orbit gap showing no energy position de-
pendence on photon energy,21,22,27 or a surface resonance lo-
cated completely inside the bulk band projection of the tight-
binding calculation.18 Comparison with the bulk band
projection shown in Figs. 2�i� and 2�j� seems to show that
this state is not located inside the bulk band gap, although it
is rather close to the so-called spin-orbit gap at 0.6–0.8 eV

near the �̄ point in Fig. 2�j�. In Fig. 2�i�, we notice that the
spin-orbit gap is not reproduced in the tight-binding calcula-
tion, which has been pointed out in the literature.26 As a

consequence, we believe that this strong peak at �̄ is a sur-
face resonance but the two bands dispersing downwards

from the �̄ point are surface-state bands located inside the
spin-orbit gap of Fig. 2�j�. As these bands disperse away
from normal emission, the energy positions show some
thickness dependence at k=0.18 Å−1 as shown above �dotted

lines in Figs. 2�e�–2�g��, meaning they become surface reso-
nances again. We can also see some bands dispersing up-
wards from this strong peak and the QWSs with small energy
spacing discussed above �the states inside the white dotted
boxes in Figs. 2�e�–2�g�� seem to merge into this strong peak
at �̄, as well as the feature A in Fig. 2�e�.

Figure 2�d� shows the ARPES spectra along the �̄-K̄ di-
rection for the 14.7 BL film. Figure 2�h� shows the E−k
diagram derived from Fig. 2�d�. The solid line near EF again
represents the edge of the projection of the bulk band struc-
ture. We again find a shallow surface-state band crossing EF

with kF�0.051 Å−1. In contrast to the �̄-M̄ direction, this is
the only one crossing the Fermi level. The hole-like band

crossing EF in the �̄-M̄ direction disperses downwards below
EF, consistent with previous reports on a cleaved Bi�001�
surface.18,29 Near the K̄ point, we find no bands in the energy
range shown.

Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show the band dispersion near the

M̄ point along the M̄-K̄ direction for the 10.0 and 17.0 BL
films, respectively. The Fermi wave number is estimated to

be �0.015 Å−1 from the M̄ point. The number of QWSs at

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a�,�b� The band structure of the 10.0 BL

�a� and 17.0 BL �b� ultrathin Bi �001� films for the M̄ − K̄ direction.
The red filled circles are the results of the first-principles calcula-
tions for free-standing Bi slabs. �c�,�d� The Fermi surface of the
19.5 BL �c� and 40.0 BL �d� Bi �001� films. The white line indicates
the surface Brillouin zone boundary. �e� The schematic drawing of
the Fermi surface in the surface Brillouin zone. The high symmetry
points are also indicated. A hexagonal electron pocket is located at

the �̄ point while six hole lobes are seen along the �̄−M̄ direction.

There is also a faint needlelike electron pocket around the M̄ point.
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M̄ are four and six, respectively. By comparing Figs.
2�e�–2�g�, 3�a�, and 3�b� which are the band dispersions in
the perpendicular direction to each other, we notice that these
QWSs have highly anisotropic band dispersions. For in-
stance, the QWS closest to EF disperse upwards �or flat for
thick films� in the �̄-M̄ direction from M̄ �Figs. 2�e�–2�g��,
whereas for the M̄-K̄ they disperse downwards steeply from
M̄ �Figs. 3�a� and 3�b��. To the best of our knowledge, QWSs
with such anisotropic in-plane band dispersions have never
been reported for films formed on an isotropic substrate. This
anisotropic dispersion originates from the inherent feature of
the anisotropic band structure of Bi. As shown in the follow-
ing sections, these QWSs result from the quantization of the
bulk band along the L-X direction, which has a saddle-point-
like dispersion near the Fermi level �Fig. 1�d��. The origin of
these features is essentially different from the anisotropic
in-plane dispersions of Ag films formed on quasi-one-
dimensional substrates, which can be explained as anisotropy
induced by the underlying substrate.36,37

The overlapped red filled circles in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� are
the results of the first-principles calculation for 10 and 17 BL
free-standing Bi slabs. The calculation reproduces the gen-
eral features of the QWSs showing a good match with the
experimental band dispersion. It was also shown that this
calculation can reproduce the band dispersion along the �̄

-M̄ direction except for the spin-orbit split surface-state
bands near the �̄ point.33

Figures 3�c� and 3�d� show the photoemission intensity
distribution at the Fermi level �Fermi surface� for the 19.5
and 40.0 BL films, respectively. Figure 3�e� shows the sche-
matic drawing of the Fermi surface in the surface Brilluoin

zone �SBZ�. The hexagonal electron pocket centered at the �̄
point as well as the six hole lobes have been reported
previously.33 The hole lobes are highly anisotropic with the

length about 0.19 Å−1 and the width 0.04 Å−1 in �̄-M̄ and

M̄-K̄ directions, respectively. The faint needlelike electron

pocket at M̄ is even more anisotropic with the ratio of kF

along �̄-M̄ and M̄-K̄ about 15–20:1. The basic features of the
Fermi surface are the same for other thicknesses except for
the slight differences in the kF values of the needlelike elec-
tron pocket.33 This is in striking contrast to the thickness
dependent Fermi surfaces reported in Pb films.10,38 This can
be explained as follows. Pb is a very good metal which does
not show clear surface states. It means all the electronic
properties of ultrathin films are determined by the QWSs and
vary with film thickness as have been reported.9,10 In the case
of Bi, as it has a very low density of bulk states at EF, the

QWSs at M̄ do not cross the Fermi level and the Fermi
surface is determined by the highly metallic surface states.39

Therefore we should expect little or small thickness depen-
dence if we perform measurements on macroscopic physical
quantities such as electrical conductivity on these ultrathin
Bi films of several atomic layers.

B. QWSs at various points in the k-space

The observed QWSs had a very sharp dispersion near M̄

but the dispersion and peak positions for those near the �̄

point could not be resolved so clearly. Now we will give
some consideration concerning this point. Figures 4�a� and
4�b� show the ARPES spectra at 4° off normal �k�

�0.14 Å−1� and those at M̄�k� �0.79 Å−1� for all of the film
thicknesses we have measured, respectively. In �a� there is
the surface state just below EF with no thickness dependence
indicated by the solid filled squares. The states indicated by
triangles pointing up are QWSs with some or little thickness
dependence as have been discussed in the previous section.
The states located at the binding energy of 0.2–0.6 eV indi-
cated by the triangles pointing down are the ones of our
interest. In this region, the number of peaks increases with
film thickness; there are three peaks for the 6.8 and 10.0 BL
films, while it becomes four for the 14.7 and 17.0 BL films
and five for even thicker films. For the thinner films, the
peaks are fairly well-resolved, whereas for the thicker films
they cannot be seen very clearly because the spacing be-
tween them is very small. On the contrary, in �b�, the peak
positions of the QWSs shown by the triangles pointing down
are resolved very clearly, and seven QWSs at maximum are
observed in the energy range shown besides the state just
below EF indicated by the triangle pointing up. This differ-
ence of the peak concentration can be understood by consid-
ering the bulk band dispersion perpendicular to the surface
shown in Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�. The band structures in these
figures are results of the tight-binding calculation.17 For the
bands along the �-T direction which correspond to QWSs at

�̄, we find multiple bands and their dispersions are rather flat
with small band curvatures �large effective mass m*, where
1

m* = 1
�2

�2E
�k2 � near EF. In contrast, the bands along the L-X di-

rection for the QWSs at M̄ disperse very steeply and are
highly nonparabolic near EF. In fact, the effective mass at the
L point that constitutes the electron pocket is calculated to be

FIG. 4. �a� ARPES spectra for 6.8, 10.0, 14.7, 17.0, 19.5, and

40.0 BL Bi�001� films at 4° off �̄. The surface states �SS� just below
EF are marked with filled squares and the QWSs are marked with

triangles. �b� ARPES spectra at the M̄ point for the same film thick-
nesses as shown in �a�. The filled triangles pointing up represent the
surface resonance state forming the electron pocket at L while the
rest of the QWSs originating from the bulk band below EF are
shown by triangles facing down.
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smaller than 0.003 times the mass of the free electron,17 and
the band of our interest dispersing downwards also has a
similar value. Recalling that the energy level for an electron
confined in an infinite potential well is expressed as6

El =
�2

2m*� l	

d
	2

, �1�

where l is the quantum number and d is the width of the
potential well, it is easy to expect that with a smaller m*, the
energy spacing among QWSs will be larger if the film thick-
ness is the same. Especially, at the band maxima, where the
slope becomes close to zero, the quantized energy spacing
becomes very small and QWSs are difficult to resolve. This

is one reason why the QWSs are observed more clearly at M̄
in our ultrathin Bi films. Another reason is that only one
band exists at the energy region of our interest along the L
-X direction while there are multiple bands along the �-T
line. Quantization of multiple bands will produce more
QWSs and the energy spacing will become even smaller.

For the Ag case, for comparison, there is only one bulk
band in the range of EF to 4 eV binding energy,40 and this

band is well below EF at �̄ along the �-L line but along the

L-X direction at M̄, the band is mostly above EF. This prob-

ably makes the observation of QWSs very difficult at the M̄
point but clear at normal emission for Ag films.8 We should
also mention that the present clear detection of QWSs at the

M̄ point for Bi films is a completely different phenomenon
from the QWSs observed at off-normal emission in Ag films

on germanium.41,42 These QWSs observed at M̄ of Ge, not
Ag, cannot be explained by the standard picture and are de-
scribed as a result of retroreflections �umklapp reflections� at
the Ag-Ge interface. In our case for Bi, they can be clearly
understood as quantization along the L-X direction as shown
in the next section.

C. Phase-shift accumulation model

We now focus on the well-resolved QWSs at the M̄ point
shown in Fig. 4�b� and apply the conventional phase-shift
accumulation �PSA� model43,44 often used in analyses of
QWSs.3,8 In this model, the condition that a QWS is formed
is expressed by the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization
condition:3


sub�E� + 
vac�E� + 2k�envd = 2	�n − 1� , �2�

where 
sub, 
vac are the reflection phase shifts at the film/
substrate and the film/vacuum interfaces, respectively, k�env
is the wave number of the envelope function of a Bloch state
perpendicular to the surface, d the thickness of the film, and
n is the quantum number. The wave number of the envelope
function k�env is the wave number measured from the Bril-
louin zone boundary �L point in this case�. Finding QWS
peaks at the same energy �E� for different thicknesses �d ,d��
�quantum numbers n ,n�� allows one to derive k�env as

k�env�E� =
n� − n

d� − d
	 . �3�

Figure 5�a� shows the dispersion determined in this way
�solid circles with error bars�. The solid lines are the bulk
band dispersion calculated by the tight-binding method and
shown in Fig. 1�d�.17 The experiment and the calculation
give a good match, confirming that the QWSs originate from
the bulk states.45 It should be noted that in the present study,
the bulk band dispersion perpendicular to the surface at finite
parallel momentum has been determined from QWSs
whereas the previous studies have focused on that at k� =0.

FIG. 5. �a� The solid circles with error bars are the bulk band
dispersion obtained from the QWS peaks in Fig. 4�b�. The solid
lines are the calculated band dispersion using the tight-binding pa-
rameters of Liu and Allen �Ref. 17�. The solid circles with error
bars are the total reflection phase shift �=
sub+
vac obtained for
the QWS peaks in Fig. 4�b� using Eq. �4�. The solid lines are the
least-squares linear fits. �c� The solid circles are the total reflection
phase shift ��E� obtained using Eq. �7� for the QWSs of free-
standing Bi slabs in the ab initio calculations. The solid line indi-
cates the analytically calculated results of ��E�=2�
vac using Eq.
�6�.
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Using the tight-binding calculation energies E, k�env�E�,
and Eq. �2�, we can extract the total phase shift ��E�=
sub

+
vac for each QWS as a function of the binding energy
from the following equation:

��E� = 2	�n − 1� − 2k�env�E�d . �4�

The solid circles with error bars in Fig. 5�b� are the values of
��E� calculated in this way for all of the observed QWSs in
Fig. 4�b�. Assuming that � is a linear function of E,46 we can
fit the experimental data with a line which gives ��E�= �2
�E−1.44�	 �solid line in Fig. 5�b��.

Then by transforming Eq. �2� and writing d=Nt where t is
the thickness of the Bi bilayer �3.9 Å� and N the thickness in
BL, we are able to estimate the QWS energy position for
various thicknesses, the so-called structure plot, from

N�En� =
2	�n − 1� − ��E�

2k�env�E�t
. �5�

The solid curves in Fig. 6 show the calculated results for
various quantum numbers. The solid circles with error bars
are the positions of the experimentally observed QWSs.
They show a fairly good match although we do find some
discrepancies. This may be due to the errors in the rough
approximation of the phase shift in Fig. 5�b�.

Finally, we focus on the phase shifts at the Fermi level.
From the solid line in Fig. 5�b�, the total reflection phase
shift at EF, ��EF� is estimated to be �−1.44�or
+0.56�±0.18�	. The value of 
vac can be estimated from the
phase shift for an image potential within the WKB
approximation47 expressed as


vac�E� = 	� 3.4

Ev − E
	0.5

− 	 , �6�

where Ev is the vacuum energy level. At the Fermi level,
Ev−EF corresponds to the work function. Inserting the work
function of Bi�001� �4.34 eV� into the above equation, we
can extract 
vac�EF�, which yields −0.11	. Then the phase
shift at the film/substrate interface is calculated as 
sub�EF�
=��EF�−
vac�EF�= �0.67±0.18�	. We compare this value
with those obtained previously for other metal/
semiconductor or metal/metal interfaces shown in Table
I.8,46,48–52 From Table I, we notice that the present result is
rather close to those of other metal films on clean Si sub-
strates �though slightly smaller than others�. This is probably
because in the estimation for metal films on Si, the wave
function is expected to be spilled out basically in the same
manner into Si although there will be slight differences de-
pending on the film element. The small discrepancy between
the Bi films and the others on Si may also be due to the
different locations of the QWSs in the SBZ as has been dis-

cussed; the QWSs in our Bi films are observed at the M̄ point
whereas the QWSs for all the other films are observed at
normal emission. On the other hand, there is a clear distinc-
tion between the above-mentioned metal/Si interfaces and
the metal/metal �Ag/Fe� and Ag/hydrogen-terminated Si sur-
faces. Terminating the clean silicon surface with hydrogen or
using metal substrates will definitely affect the degree that
the electron wave function will be spilled out into the sub-
strate. We may also be able to tune this phase shift by de-
positing Bi films on other surface superstructures as reported
previously.37,53

Next we discuss the reflection phase shifts for the QWSs
in the first-principles calculation, shown in Figs. 3�a� and
3�b�. Although we have mentioned that the basic features of
the experimentally obtained in-plane dispersions of QWSs
are well-reproduced by the ab initio calculation, the exact
energy positions are different between the two, as shown in
Fig. 6 �solid circles with error bars are the QWSs detected
experimentally, and the solid triangles are the positions of
QWSs in the first-principles calculations�. This is due to the

FIG. 6. The so-called structure plot, showing the energy posi-
tions of the experimentally obtained QWSs �solid circles with error
bars� for various thicknesses. The solid lines are the predictions
calculated with Eq. �5� using the bulk band dispersion in Fig. 5�a�
and phase shifts of the solid line in Fig. 5�b�. The solid triangles
represent the positions of the QWSs obtained for the first-principles
calculation.

TABLE I. The experimentally obtained reflection phase shift at
the film/substrate interface 
sub�EF� based on the phase-shift accu-
mulation model for various metal/semiconductor or metal/metal
interfaces.

Film Substrate

sub�EF�

�rad� Reference

Ag Si�001�-2�1 0.84	 8

Ag Si�111�-7�7 0.81	 48

Pb Si�111�-7�7 0.99	 49

Al Si�111�-7�7 1.08	 50

Ag Fe�001� −0.4	 46

Ag Fe�001� −0.66	 51

Ag H/Si�111� 0.17	 52

Bi Si�111�-7�7 0.67	 Present study
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different phase shifts between the experimental and calcu-
lated QWSs at the film/substrate interface. The total phase
shift for the QWSs in the first-principles calculation can be
estimated from:

��E� = 2	�m − 1� − 2k��E�d , �7�

which is similar to Eq. �4�. The difference between Eqs. �4�
and �7� is that the wave number k��E� is that measured from
the X point in this case and the quantum number is m=N
−n where N is the film thickness in bilayers.33 As described
in Ref. 3, n represents the number of antinodes of the enve-
lope function and m represents the number of antinodes in
the real charge distribution �rapid oscillation�. The filled
circles in Fig. 5�c� are the obtained values of ��E� using the
QWSs of the 7 �not shown�, 10 �Fig. 3�a��, and 17 BL �Fig.
3�b�� free-standing Bi slabs. We compare them with the re-
sults of the WKB approximation for image potential states
because the two interfaces in the present ab initio calculation
for a free-standing film are both vacuum, meaning ��E�=2
�
vac�E�. The solid curve in Fig. 5�c� represents the calcu-
lated reflection phase shift using Eq. �6�. Although we need
to shift the calculated curve by about 0.1	 to match the
obtained values, the overall feature is quite similar in Fig.
5�c� despite the rough estimation. This seems to justify the
assumption that electrons feel the image potential at the
vacuum/film interface and shows that the phenomenogical
PSA model and the concept of energy-dependent phase shifts
at the film interfaces work out well in describing the
QWSs.3,54

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have presented our extensive analyses of
QWSs measured by ARPES for ultrathin Bi�001� films on
the Si�111�-7�7 surface. The difference of band curvature
in the Bi bulk band makes the observation of QWSs difficult
at normal emission whereas they can be well resolved at off

normal emission. The clearly resolved QWS peaks at the M̄
point have been analyzed based on the PSA model. The in-
plane band dispersion of the QWSs shows significant aniso-
tropy reflecting the saddle-point-like band structure of bulk
Bi along the L-X direction. These features have been well-
reproduced by ab initio calculations for free standing Bi
slabs. The QWSs show no Fermi level crossings, and this
suggests that the electrical properties of the films are gov-
erned by the highly metallic surface states with no significant
thickness dependence for film thicknesses of several atomic
layers in contrast to the case of Pb. Finally, we have dis-
cussed the phase shifts at the two interfaces: Bi/Si and Bi/
vacuum.
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